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Anna that is a lie. 

Voice of the American Sovereign
(VOAS)

The lawless Municipal Government operated by the "US CONGRESS"

Washington, D.C., The smoking gun; do you get it?

Sovereignty!

***GLOBAL NOTICE*** Highest Administrative Authority in America Recognizes “We 

the People,” are Sovereign!

https://scannedretina.com/2016/05/11/washington-d-c-the-smoking-gun-do-you-get-it/
https://scannedretina.com/2015/07/22/sovereignty/
https://scannedretina.com/2017/09/23/global-notice-highest-administrative-authority-in-america-recognizes-we-the-people-are-sovereign/
https://scannedretina.com/2017/09/23/global-notice-highest-administrative-authority-in-america-recognizes-we-the-people-are-sovereign/
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1.  Anna that is a lie.
On Sun, Mar 10, 2019 at 2:49 PM Ron Vrooman <ronvrooman38@gmail.com> 
wrote:
Pay close attention!!! Every-time I know of, when Anna makes a declaration like 
this!!! Bad things happen. I have already answered her. I acquiesce to nothing. 
She is making assumptions that are not true. We have done none of the things 
Thomas Deegan or the Colorado guys nor the Michigan people. I deny Anna's 
communique item by item.
However, Anna is making incorrect and bad prognostications based on 
presumptions that have not happened. What is the agenda that caused this??? 
see below!!!

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Anna von Reitz <avannavon@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, Mar 10, 2019 at 12:33 PM
Subject: Do I Have to Draw You Guys a Picture?
To: Paul Stramer at Eurekadsl.net <pstramer@eurekadsl.net>

Do I Have to Draw You Guys a Picture? Word pictures are just fine. Thank you!

Addressed to the Oregon Assembly, March 10, 2019: She did not have your 
emails I do.

Do I have to draw you guys a picture? Please do based on facts not 
presumptions.

You are mucking around in THEIR system instead of building your own. We are 
doing it ourselves with all the input I can find. Not just Anna.

You are going to get into trouble just like the Colorado Nine and for the same 
reason. Evil prognostication, baseless.Specify exactly what?

Thomas Deegan spent two years in jail already. True. I thought he was 
enforcing a default judgment.

He was released for reasons he doesn't comprehend. Do you?? Please specify. I 
talk with Thomas and email with him. He told me he wrote a paper and Phil 
filed it and they let him out. I paraphrase.

Now he is leading all the rest of you right back into the same trap again. Not 
true. Show me your evidence. You make the claim.

mailto:ronvrooman38@gmail.com
mailto:avannavon@gmail.com
http://eurekadsl.net/
mailto:pstramer@eurekadsl.net
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How many times does this have to happen and how many people have to suffer 
before you knotheads get it through your thick skulls? I guess we will fight our 
Countries battles on the soil/water and land , with the corporate governance 
until we win.

They aren't us. Yes. They are legal persons of the US inc in some form, I/we 
are Americans on the land of one of the several states with our lawful status 
defined. Constitutionally we interact at Article III one supreme Court claiming 
law and equity in original jurisdiction, with the legal persons. We think that is 
found in Amendment VII.

Repeat: they aren't us. Agreed.

They never have been. Some may have been Americans prior to becoming US 
citizens. You don't know. They still aren't. yet they may become Americans as 
they have the right to emancipate also.

Their court system isn't our court system. Correct. However, ours is not theirs. 
and occasionally we must interact. Lawful persons on the land interact with 
legal persons in Article III Amendment VII.

US Citizens aren't Americans, even if they were born and bred here in the 
States. correct.

Ask yourselves --- how could a political status that is literally created by the 
Constitutions be the same political status creating the Constitutions? silly 
question move on.

Americans are Parties to the Constitutions.Wrong!!! Americans are beneficiaries 
to the Constitutions!!!  US Citizens are subject to the Constitutions. Wrong! 
They are employees of the enumerated responsibilities in our Constitutions. Even 
if they work in a usurpation.

While acting as US Citizens (Federal Employees, Dependents, and 
Franchisees) you have no rights or guarantees provided by the Constitutions, 
you have only obligations and duties under the Constitutions.Or the rules 
according to Accardi Doctrine.and 14th amendment privileges.

So if you want to exercise your guarantees and exemptions you have to: (1) 
reclaim your birthright political status as an American State National/American 
State Citizen; done by me several years ago. no one will be in Our Assembly's 
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Common Law Grand Jury until their status is defined.(2) repopulate your States 
of the Union we are. very difficult choice. lots of talkers damned few actually 
do the paperwork.; (3) boot up your own court system to enforce the Public 
Law, including the Constitutions. correct Oregon statewide assembly=common 
law grand jury=Article III Amendment VII one supreme Court.

Instead of doing what needs to be done, you guys keep on thinking that you 
are going to use their court system against them. Wrong as answered above.

You think that your Common Law Grand Jury is going to "put them in their 
place", no that will provide the True Bills and indictments for the Article III 
amendment VII court to do its work.when in fact all you are going to do is 
transgress onto their turf wrong!! show the transgression point in fact and in 
presumption!!!and get yourselves into trouble just like the Colorado Nine 
did. evil prognostication based on wrong presumptions.
Anna be impeccable with your word.

That's why I drew the line against Bruce Doucette I agree they were wrong 
and so were the marshals with them. and that's why I am drawing the line 
against Deegan, not Oregon Destry, not Oregon Sun-Tzu,not Oregon et alia.

You are wasting your time and your energy doing something that: (1) is never 
going to work; why do you prognosticate against Oregon with no facts. I have 
sent you and many others all of what we are doing! Total transparency.and (2) 
that needlessly endangers innocent people; please indicate the flaw exactly. 
you have all of our documentsand (3) has already been demonstrated as a dead 
end; I have found no record of a lawful state assembly =CLGJ=Article III 
amendment VII one supreme Court. and (4) detracts focus and energy away 
from what actually needs to be done. The others states need to do for 
themselves. We will assist and co-operate.

If you are all stupid there are no stupid people on Oregon working to regain 
our Constitutional Republic form of government. enough to go down that path in 
view of what I have forthrightly placed in front of you, and despite the 
demonstrated results of what happened to the Colorado Nine who did the same 
thing as you are promoting now Anna that is a lie., then you have only 
yourselves to blame and you can in no way blame me or take reference to 
anything I have said or done in your defense. Your waffling like a scared little 
girl. We are adults doing our best one step at a time. There is nothing in our 
future but success. We cannot lose unless we quit.
This communiqué is not intended to mislead, defraud, deceive or threaten in any way and is 
submitted in “good faith and with clean hands.”  I do lawful not legal and this is my best effort. 
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I close with Love, peace, harmony and a prayer. A US Marshal has determined my prayer is not 
a threat. He then reneged on his word, which is only good one time.  "Praise the Lord and pass 
the ammunition."

All the best of every good fortune for the good.

-- 
To Americans; Wear your Yellow Vest whenever you leave home.
Oregon Statewide Assembly and contact lawful person for our
Common Law Grand Jury
by: Ron Vrooman for the Beaverton Oversight Committee:
They lost when they murdered LaVoy.
Bundys set free 01/08/2018.
Bundy et al acquitted, the fight goes on.

Ronald Vroomanronvrooman38@gmail.com
call 503 893 0793
General Delivery
Beaverton, OR [97005]

mailto:ronvrooman38@gmail.com
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